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Periodic Table Worksheet Fun

1. Two elements X and Y have the following propefties.
Element X Element Y
Metallic luster
Two valence electrons
Located in the 4th period

Without metallic luster
Four valence electrons
6 protons

,dhich symbols from the periodic table correspond to elements X and Y respectively?

Q)[a and C B) K and B C) K and C D) Ca and B

2. Which of the following statements about the properties of metals is correct?
A) They are malleable but are not shiny.
B) They conduct electricity but are not malleable.
ClThey do not conduct electricity and are not shiny.

(lfneV react with acids and conduct heat.

3. Four elements from the periodic table are described below.
Element A: lt reocts vigorously with water ond its electrons ore distributed omong three energy levels.
Element B: lt is located in Period 3 ond used to disinfect or to kiil bocterio.
Element C.: lts electron configuration is

r---\\))t*-/t)j
?c: .t* te-

Element Ql lts outermost energy level is full and it uses 3 energy levels.

ComPlete the table below bv indicating the chemicalsvmboland the name of the chemicalfamilv for each
of these elements.

Element Chemical SymbolChemical Familv Name
Element A \r\c" Art+, Ittq,-trrtr
Element B c_t L.[o AoP^<
Element C r,tq r,l/i.!NJ

Aii1r,\roe Fa.l ^ llri-ot<
Element D A.; N,''t-1, -l-Y.P r Itz.< ps

4. An element has the following characteristics:
. lt has a metallic luster.
. lt conducts electricity.
. it has 3 valence electrons.
. lt is a metalloid.

What is this element?
A)AIuminum C) Silicon D)Sodium



5. The following diagram represents the Bohr-Rutherford atomic model for an element in the periodic
table.
Which of the following is o correct statement obout this element?

i)i)
2e: 8e' $*- trq

(a) tlis an alkali metalthat has 19 protons and is located in period 4.

$i is a nonmetalthat is notvery reactive and that has 19 protons and L valence electron.
C) lt is a halogen that has 19 electrons and is located in period 1.
D) lt is a highly reactive metalthat has 20 protons.

tdentify the etement P,.l*ssi"* [K)
6. The table below gives the chemical symbols of four elements and provides space to indicate the
following characteristics: the number of valence electrons, the number of energy levels, chemical reactivity
(none, low or high) and the family number. Using the periodic tobte, fill in the blank boxes in the tabte.

Element Symbol # Valence E- # Enersv Levels Chemical Reactivity Family Number
Li I ti}t", rA/

Mg d 3 llioh ItA I z
C &{ p L.,* EA /'
CI 7 3 Lu* ULA 1 7
Ne B & NIo',e .TIIIT A I A

7. The following table gives the description of four chemical elements.
r 1: lt is located in Period 1, has two electrons in its outerrnost energy level and may be used to

inflate battoons. [1.
o 2: lt is located in Period 2, has one valence electron and reacts vigorously with water to form a

base. Li
o 3: lt is located in Period 2, has two completely filled energy levels and is chemically stable. Ng
o 4: lt is located in Period 3, has one less electron than the closest inertgas and may be used as a

disinfectant. C\
Which of these elements bfuS to the some chemicalfomity?
A) 1and, @ c) 2and 3 D)2and4

8. Which element corresponds to each of the following statements?
STATEMENTS

1 This element belongs to the halogen family and has only 4 energy levels.

2 This element has 3 valence electrons in its second energy level.

3 This element is an alkaline earth metal located in period 3.

4 This element has only one energy level and it is completely filled.

Bru*..** LBi
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More Periodic Table Worksheet Fun!

1. Which family is described? Give the name.

A- I have l- electron on my outer shell
B- One of the elements has 35 as the atomic number
C- I have 2 electrons on my outer orbital
D- We are un-reactive
E- I will produce a salt when I mix with a metal
F- My shells are all full
G- The most reactive family
H- Never found as a compound always as an element
l. I have 7 electrons on my outer shell
J. One of my elements has an atomic number is L8

K. I have the element that has 17 electrons

2. What element am l? (Use symbol)

A- I am found in period 2 and have 3 valence electrons
B- I am found in family lll A and use 3 orbitals
C- I have 20 protons
D- I have 2 energy shells and each are full
E- I am an alkaline earth metal and in period 2

F- I am a halogen with 3 orbitals
G- I am a metalloid with three energy levels

H- I have l valence electron with 4 energy levels

l- I am an inert gas with 1 energy level
J- I have 2 orbitals and 5 valence electrons
K- I am the least reactive element is the alkali family.
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3. State whether the following are metals, metalloids or non-metals.

Elements Characteristic 1 Characteristic 2 Characteristic 3 Metal, nonmetal or metalloid

Element A Malleable co nd ucts

electricitv
not ductile

)'4"+o\t-
I.l

td
Element B Conducts heat Reacts with acids Shiny i"t"{J
Element C Solids, liquids and

gases

Accepts electrons No conduction
No^*'n-\o[

4. Explain what a valence electron i, c.n e,\"$oo^ ',*, \L. cu*"ri.*u* <\.[l

6.. Give 2 character[stics of the
hrn\v,e rt(. . <cI\. e xi'

lkali metal family. fej!&;,i e
,lrl_

54" 1 r,J1

5. List the elements in the alkali metal family l*,, I**, K , kL, CS, F.

7. Explain the commonality between elements in the same group.



9. Why is hydrogen placed where family 1 is even though it does not belong to that family?
T-t o^L,r hc( t un[.,..2 e'

10. Hpr4r can you identify an element that is a metalloid? ht t . *nn r*.' ,.'ra', . S .f to$l^l
u^e \^'rS +'*"or, 

"..r.L.ir 
- L'^,1 ai.,,,. $1,,e Til rosc

11. Name three metalloids: 6;

8. When halogens are combined with metals what are produced? 5o[$s

12. Draw the Lewis diagram for the neutralform and ionic form for each of the following elements.

13. Determine if each statement is true or false.

a- Elements in the same period have the same number of valence electrons.
b- Elements in the same group have the same number of valence electrons.
c- Aluminum (Al) is a metalloid.
d- Na, Mg and Al all have the same number of orbits.
e- Cl has 3 valence electrons.
f- Li and Be have the same number of ions.
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14. What was incorrect about Rutherford's

tr5. Howdi Bohr improve Rut

16. Make a Rutherford Bohr model for the following elements:
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